
 Hello coach Macky and the Steady Buckets team!  !
     First of all, we just want to say a big "Thank you!" for great two years that our 
son Avi spent with you while our family was on a furlough in NYC.  !
It was an amazing learning experience for our son who fell in love with basketball 
and learned other skills that he will need in life as a young man.

! !  !
     We are now back in Ukraine where we are stationed and will be here if God 
allows for at least five years.  !
Avi joined a local basketball league and is trying to show off his New York skills 
even though local kids are pretty tough too!) !!
      One thing that shocked us this is time around in Ukraine is a level of need 
that can be seen in the lives of local adults and children everywhere.  
Ukraine has been at war with bordering Russia for the last two years loosing a lot 
of territory and suffering terribly overall. The economy shook tremendously and 
people's quality of life took another dive while we were away in the States. There 
are also a lot of refugee families in our part of Ukraine that ran from the occupied 
territories in the East.  !
You can see on the pictures that we are sending the conditions that kids are 
practicing in and what they are wearing. The snickers that you see are cheap 
knockoffs of the brand names that last a few months. Uniforms are unexisting 
and coaches themselves have to borrow uniforms from each other when they 



have a game. Basketballs are worn out with no chances of being replaced in the 
near future. When a country is at war no one will worry about basketball.  !

! !  !

! !  !

! !  !



All this made us think: is there any way NYC kids would want to share their used 
and unwanted uniforms, snickers or anything else with Ukrainian kids who also 
love this great game? Kids grow rapidly and we think that every kid in NYC has a 
pare of snickers or a jersey that they have outgrown, but a kid from Ukraine 
would love to have. We would love to assist you if you like the idea. We will ask a 
local Ukrainian church from East village to help us collect it, pack it and ship it - 
you just need to make a call!) !
    You will be surprised what a difference used snickers from NYC can make in a 
country like Ukraine encourageing local kids to continue to hope and keep 
playing a great game of basketball!  !!!!

!  !
Let us know what you think !  
Avi says "Hi!" to coach Macky and to everyone else!  !
Blessings and hope to hear from you soon! Landik family : Avi, Serge, Lesya, 
Nadine Hope and Rebecca  !
Peace.  !



!!!


